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KratomKratom is a plant of much controversy and debate. A tree indigenous to Southeast Asia that

clearly provides beneficial effects, yet it seems that the governments of these areas are doing their

best to eradicate. Probably because its existence cuts through their profits and income from the

trade of opiate derivatives which is a multibillion dollar business.People have been chewing kratom

leaves for years. Those with a deeper knowledge and understanding of its properties speak of a

natural substance that lifts moods, stimulates the body, can be used in chronic pain management,

can be used as an antidiarrheal and can even be used against premature ejaculation in sexual

intercourse, among other things. For them, and those that have searched a little deeper into Kratom,

it is beyond comprehension why the legislation bodies are doing their best to restrict and ban, while

at the same time permit the free sale of alcohol and tobacco when clearly Kratom is a far less

dangerous substance.The book Ã¢â‚¬Å“KratomÃ¢â‚¬Â• is written in an attempt to clarify the

mysteries involved, clear out the misconceptions and present the true and established facts. Facts

that say that it is a beneficial plant as long as itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s use is kept on an occasional and

controlled manner and as along as some precautions like not driving and not using any heavy

equipment while under its influence and not using it if you are a pregnant woman are kept.It would

appear that the controversy in the western world has resulted from the sale of mislabeled products

that are not actually Kratom, or from attempts to mix it with other substances in order to circumvent

the legal status of certain countries. The result is the same. Kratom has been blamed for side

effects it does not provide unless it is consumed in such huge quantities that would make any

substance lose its benefits and become dangerous.All the above been said,

Ã¢â‚¬Å“KratomÃ¢â‚¬Â• should not be conceived as an attempt to persuade people to break the

law. The contents are purely informational and attempt to present the facts. It is also meant to

present how to properly prepare and consume Kratom in order to enjoy the benefits and how much

has been documented to be a safe quantity. The rest is up to the reader.
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More reading to do before I try the product!

Kratom leaves and its preparation have traditionally been used as a remedy for a wide range of

uses, such analgesic drugs for the pain, boost immunity, treat diarrhea, sex stimulant, but also as a

modern drug for the treatment of addiction. Also known as an excellent coverings for the treatment

of wounds and injuries as well as reducing the high temperatures. Improves blood circulation in the

body, reduces the symptoms of diabetes, as well as an excellent drink for energy. All about kratom

you can find in this excellent book. For me, this book is very useful and informative and I heartily

recommend it to everyone.

With great respect for the author, who made an effort to educate, and took time to create this book, I

say that this book is not at all ready for publishing. I'm not sure if English is not the author's first

language, but the book is full of writing errors, misspellings, and repetitions. It needed a professional

editor to go over it before it went out for sale. I'm sure this is a highly educated author, but it does

not come across in this work. Several times in this short book, information is repeated word for word

from a previous section. Redundancies abound. The information contained in this book is widely

and easily available by doing simple Google searches. All of that being said, if you can read through

the mistakes and the contradictions (for example: to say there is no cause for concern that Kratom

is addicting and then going on to say that if it is used regularly and at higher doses, dependency can

occur), there IS, a basic overview of Kratom and its uses. I'm sorry to be so critical, but if you are



putting a book up for sale, it needs to be accurate, proof-read, and written in accordance with the

writing and grammar rules of the language it is being offered in.

Probably the most poorly written book I have ever read. The same information was covered many

times and there was a serious lack of knowledge of the English language. Some worthwhile

information but what there was would fit in a 10 page pamphlet in my opinion

Looks like someone did a proper study on the internet and then wrote it down. Nothing here that is

not easily available to someone familiar with searches and fact checking.

When I first heard about kratom, I thought it was some scientific stuff. I was fascinated to know that

it was a plant and that it has a plethora of uses and benefits. This book is like the "ultimate" guide to

using kratom for various functions. It has everything from an overview of the plant, the proper

dosage, its effects and even the legal status of kratom! I also especially liked the tutorial on

extracting kratom and preparing it for consumption. This is perhaps the most complete guide for

anyone who wants to utilize the plant's benefits.

Not sure what I've gotten myself in on this one. fI have more questions than answers.
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